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It is clear why the First world would find it in their best interest to produce offensive material that
creates ill feelings amongst a considerable share of the world’s population. Isn’t it sufficient that
the alleged “War on Terror” has persecuted the Muslims of the world on a level never before
observed? Israel and her illegitimate parents in the international Zionist Establishment were able to
produce a lot of the sponsorship (to maximum heights), which Israel benefited from throughout the
Cold War and the result of the “Holocaust” which allowed domination of Jews, by the same
guardianship. The reprinting of the cartoons in the name of "freedom of expression" has once again
illustrated that the "clash of ignorance" means that West is not ready to tolerate Islam and
Muslims”. The spirit of Crusades is burning alive and the role of Church in this regard is very
mischievous. The Pope of the Roman Catholic Church and the leader of the Protestant, Archbishop
of Canterbury never play a role of guidance towards their disciples to refrain to hurt the sentiments
of Muslims. Instead they pass furious comments time to time against the laws of Islam. If in any
part of the Muslim world, garbage is found in the vicinity of Church, they make hue and cry but on
the atrocities against the supreme personality of Islam they are sleeping peacefully. On public
platform and during visit of Muslim institutions they act as they are guardian of tolerance and
harmony between different religions, but their silence on the venom attitude of the sick minded
intelligentsia of West is mysterious, which discovers the nasty spirit of their notorious predecessor
Pope Urban-II (1035-1099).
“Referring to the offensive cartoons of Rasulullah(S), first published in a Danish newspaper, at the
ceremony of Awarded Honorary Doctorate by University of Évora for “Material and Spiritual Service
to Humanity” Évora, Portugal, on 12 February 2006, the Aga Khan explained it was more a “Clash
of Ignorance” than a ‘Clash of Civilizations’. By using the word ‘Ignorance’ he beautifully discovered
the approach of stone-age-era, otherwise no civilization allows to hurt human feelings. Western
world is demonstrating mentality of stone-age-era with especial reference of Islam and Muslims,
otherwise they are far away from a civilize society. Their purposeful ignorance is more dangerous
than the venom of snake. Due to this ignorance, Muslim world is facing danger and it gave birth of
a satanic breed that believe ‘Freedom of expression’ means legal right to insult divine persona of
Islam. ‘Freedom of expression’ does not mean damaging the human dignity, decency, and harmony
in any society; it does not mean freedom of Insult.
In fact, West calculated well that next century is for Islam, so they adopted strategy to crash the
Muslims with all possible methodologies. Western governments hold aloft the banner of "freedom
of speech" when it comes to insulting Muslims and Islam, yet attempt to silence through fear,
threats and legislation. The provocative moves by Western media to insult and attack Islam is an
old mission. Many Western countries keep silent on the war-crimes committed by Allied forces in
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Iraq and Afghanistan through medieval laws. They prevent Muslim women from wearing the Hij’ab,
They argued that is significance of backward which has surely proved the critics wrong. A woman
can do everything in the Muslim dress. With all possible methods they force Muslims to accept their
definition of ‘freedom’, which is nothing, but to insult and abuse Laws of Islam. It is high time that
Muslims living in West should awake and demonstrate through character what actual Islam is.
The cartoons published through different sources on media is the Contempt of the divine persona
ever appeared on the earth, Rasulullah(S). Series of atrocities are recorded in this regard. Western
media also confirm their enmity; they repeated the same attack, as if they were trying to re-open
the old wound, when they argued in support of the images that were published. What can one say
in response to this open declaration of enmity? Should we look to the other side, become deaf and
keep silent on the trial, while our hearts are burning? Wallah! By the honour of Rasulullah(S) our
graves are dearer to us than the lust of the world and its affairs. Indeed! Honour of our ancestors is
in sacrifice for Rasulullah(S). There is no phrase that can cover all the features of greatness of
Rasulullah(S); and there are not enough words to describe his divine status - a loftiness that
overwhelmed all people in all ages, and was decreed to be eternal. It is this greatness that is
instilled in all hearts, settled in the souls, felt by all the people and even by the enemies of Islam.
Western media argued that they allow, promote and practice freedom-of-expression; by publishing
cartoons is a non-convincing claim. All constitutions of the World and international organizations
insist on and demand to respect all the Prophets and Messengers of Allah. Moreover, they confirm
the necessity to respect the Divine Messages, respect others and do not attack the privacy, dignity
and honor and principles of others. In the International World Federation Council of media and
press people, it is stated: Media people must be alert of the risks that may arise as a result of
prejudice and discrimination implied by the media. The Council would exert every possible effort to
avoid being involved in such calls, which are based on prejudice and religion, sex or other social
discrimination. A media man may commit a dangerous professional deviation such as: claiming
other's work, ill-interpretation of facts, false accusations of others, condemning others for no basis,
accusing others with their integrity and honor for no sound basis or accepting bribes to either
publish or prevent the publishing of specific materials.
Intelligentsia should realize that it is their duty to give an honest attention to the aforementioned
items and through the general framework of the law in each country. Therefore, we also base our
opinion and/or statements herein on an honest and intelligentsia proclamation demanding to all
the responsible involved in the heinous crime of print to apologize for what they committed.
Undoubtedly, what the ‘evil minded’ published is harmful not only for Europe and America, but also
to more than one-billion-three-hundred-million Muslims along with others who are fair and just
people. This heinous crime invites Muslims to think to find out the strategy to counter technically
such attacks, which hurt their sentiments. We would like to remind with the decree which the
Human Rights Agency in the United Nations adopted on the 12th of April, 2005. This decree insisted
on the ban of distortions and vicious attacks against religions and especially Islam; which had been
strongly attacked in the last few years.
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It is the ripe time that Muslims should promote the teachings of Rasulullah(S) through Media. If
every Muslim country held a convention to counter the attack against Rasulullah(S), this by itself
would convey a message to the modern world that attacking Rasulullah(S) is something that the
Muslims will not tolerate. We Muslims will defend the honor of our religion, Qur’an, our beloved
Rasul(S), his Ahl al Bait & the Companions. Muslims will not allow people to humiliate them in the
name of freedom of expression. We respect the beliefs and the heroes of other religions and we
expect the reciprocal response from the followers of the other religions or ideologies. It is the
violation of basic Human Rights of believers of all religions worldwide. Offending, insulting and
defaming someone is also a breach of human rights. It is the firm duty of all Muslim countries to
discuss this matter with full force with the UN, EU, OIC, governments of all member states of the
UN. Capital punishment is the only reward, according to the Shariah Law for involve in Tawhin-eRisalah. Therefore Muslim countries should be declared to all those “Persona Non Grata” who have
any share in this heinous crime. Around the world, Muslims should organize a Day of Remembrance
of Muhammad(S), and discuss his Wonderful Character. Our media is totally in the clutches of
Zionist lobby which exploit common people through their tout anchors, who reproduced what their
masters say. It is time that sincere Muslim communities take step forward and launch their TV
channels to promote identity of Muslims and encounter invaded nude vulture culture. At this critical
juncture, it is the dire need of the time to understand the conspiracy and kick the slave minded
mentality. Muslim communities should considered and design a strategy, which allows them to
protect coming generation collectively. Unless Muslims never established their own Network and
build Electronic Media stronger, they will face chain of trials and injustices and double standards of
the West.
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